Zambia Orphans Aid UK’s Cookies Policy
Cookies are small text files that websites often store on the computer hard drives of
visitors to their sites. They are widely used in order to make websites work, or work
better, as well as to provide information to the owners of the site. A cookie often
contains a unique number, which can be used to recognise your computer when a
user of your computer returns to a website that it visited previously.
The list below describes the cookies we use on this site and what we use them for.
First Party Cookies
These are cookies that are set by this website directly.
WordPress: Our website runs the popular WordPress CMS and cookies are used to
store basic data on your interactions with WordPress, and whether you have logged
into WordPress. We use a session cookie to remember your log-in for you if you are
a registered user and we deem these as being strictly necessary to the working of
the website. If these are disabled then some functionality on the site will be broken.
Third Party Cookies
These are cookies set on your machine by external websites whose services are
used on this site. Cookies of this type include the ‘social buttons’ for Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube. In order to implement these buttons, and connect them to the
relevant social networks and external sites, there are scripts from domains outside of
our website. You should be aware that these sites are likely to be collecting
information about what you are doing all around the internet, including on this
website.
If you use a ‘social button’ the social network that created the button may deliver
cookies to your computer or mobile phone that track your actions on this and other
sites. Even if you don’t click on a social button, if you are logged into these social
networks’ accounts they may be tracking your visits.
We have no control over the use of cookies by these companies. To understand and
react to their use of cookies you should check the respective policies of each of their
sites to see exactly how they use your information and to find out how to opt out or
delete such information.
How to control or delete cookies
By using our website, our social media pages (such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
Google+ and Instagram), subscribing to our services and/or donating to us, you
agree that, unless you have set your computer's browser to reject them, we can
place the types of cookies set out below on your device and use that data in
accordance with this policy.
The "Help" menu in the toolbar of most web browsers will tell you how to change
your browser's cookie settings, including how to have the browser notify you when
you receive a new cookie, and how to disable cookies altogether. Below is some
helpful guidance about how to make these changes.

If you are using Microsoft Internet Explorer and you wish to block ZOA-UK’s website
cookies, you can perform the following:
1. On your browser tools menu, select 'Internet Options'
2. Click on the 'Privacy' tab and then on the 'Sites' button
3. Type into the 'Address of website' field: www.zoa.org.uk
5. Click on the 'Block' button
6. Click on the OK button
Find out more information about blocking or deleting cookies using Microsoft Internet
Explorer.
7. Other browsers:
- Firefox cookie management
- Chrome cookie management
- Safari cookie management
Find out more detailed information on disabling cookies.
For other browsers, visit the All About Cookies website.
However, if you use your browser settings to block all cookies (including essential
cookies) you may not be able to access all or parts of our site. Unless you have
adjusted your browser setting so that it will refuse cookies, our system will issue
cookies as soon as you visit our site.
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